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DESTROYER 666 Wildfire LP
GATEFOLD SILVER BLACK
MARBLED [VINYL 12"]
Cena 131,90 zł

Dostępność Dostępny

Czas wysyłki 3 dni

Producent Season of Mist

Opis produktu
Silver and black marbled 12" vinyl (33 rpm) in printed inner sleeve in deluxe jacket (with embossing).
Limited to 550 copies worldwide!

DESTRÖYER 666 have no need to prove anything. The band originally starting out as a solo project of BESTIAL WARLUST
guitarist KK in Australia in 1994 has already delivered four highly acclaimed and influential albums that cemented their
excellent reputation within the metal scene.
Now 'Wildfire' makes a complete fist that goes straight into your face. These new heavy hymns are made of the essence of
metal. There is no “-core”, no “post-“, no bullshit on this album – just great hard hitting song.
Each track is hammered out rough and gritty, yet at the same time they all are intelligently arranged and massive in sound.
The term "old school" applies to a point, but without any clinging to simple nostalgia. DESTRÖYER 666 have nothing in
common with a bunch of kids trying to emulate the eighties, but live and breathe metal since that golden age of hard music.
The band around mastermind KK unleashes 'Wildfire' with burning tracks that will hunt you down like a pack of fiery wolves.
DESTRÖYER 666 deliver metal at its best – made powerful by an unbroken and unrelenting spirit. No compromise!

For fans of DESASTER, GOSPEL OF THE HORNS, AURA NOIR, NOCTURNAL GRAVES, BESTIAL MOCKERY, RAZOR OF OCCAM.
Artwork by Zbigniew Bielak.

Tracklist:
Side A: Traitor / Live and Burn / Artiglio del Diavolo / Hounds at ya back / Hymn to Dionysus
Side B: Wildfire / White Line Fever / Die you fucking pig! / Tamam Shud
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